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Abstract 
An algorithm to obtain a completion of a partial upper triangular matrices with pre- 
scribed eigenvalues and their multiplicities. and the Jordan chains of the completed ma- 
trix is introduced. This algorithm extends some results of Rodman and Shalom in 
Linear Algebra and Appl. I68 (1992) 221-249. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
A matrix A = [u,,] of size n x II over an infinite field F is said to be a ptrrtid 
mutrix if there exists a set r c { 1~ 2, . H} x { 1.2. ./z}> such that the ele- 
ments {%)(,.,,t,~ are known and the other ones are unspecified. If those last el- 
ements are fixed, the resultant matrix is called a convplrtim A, of the matrix A. 
AlI denotes the completion obtained by replacing the unspecified elements by 
zero. If r= {(i,j) E (1.2 ,.... TZ} x (1.2 . . . . , n}: i < j} the matrix A is called 
a purtial upper trianguh mutuix. 
Let A be a partial matrix. We denote by r(A) the minimul runk of all comple- 
tions of A, that is, Y(A) = minAC rank(A,) where the minimum is taken over the 
set of all completions of A. 
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An n x II partial upper triangular matrix, A = [a/,], is called loiver irreducible 
if each of the submatrices [a,,]FE,,‘!!k+, of A is not the k x (n - k) zero matrix, for 
k= 1,2,...>n- 1. 
Let A be a partial upper triangular matrix of size n x n. Then A can be par- 
titioned into blocks as 
All 0 o- 
* AZ2 . . . 0 
A= . . (1) . . 0 ’ 
* * . A,,. _ 
where A,, ~ i E { 1: 2. . . . r}. is a lower irreducible partial upper triangular matrix 
of size q, x q,% and C;l, qi = n. 
A particular case of partial matrices of type (1) are the partial Jorduan mutri- 
ces, namely, partial upper triangular matrices such that if we replace all unpre- 
scribed entries by zero we obtain a Jordan matrix. 
The sizes of the Jordan blocks in the Jordan form of a matrix A correspond 
ing to its eigenvalue A0 will be called the multiplicities of A corresponding to iO. 
We denote by J,(3,) the q x q Jordan block with eigenvalue 2. The block diag- 
onal matrix with diagonal blocks A,. , A, is denoted by A, $ $ A,. With 
this notation if A is a partial Jordan matrix then A0 = T, @ TZ CB . . . $ z, where 
7;=J,;(~,)e..‘~J,:.,(3.,), i= 1,2 . . . . 1 t, and ,?I,. , I., are distinct eigenval- 
ues. 
In this paper we consider the case of a nilpotent partial Jordan matrix A, 
that is, a partial Jordan matrix such that An = J9, (0) ~3.. . CT? J4, (0). We can ex- 
tend all the results in [l] to the general case, considering separately each set of 
Jordan blocks corresponding to an unique eigenvalue. 
Let kl > kz 3 2 kP and ql 3 q2 3 . 3 qv be two sequences of nonneg- 
ative integers with p, r 3 1. We say that {k,}r=, majorizes {qi}~z, (denoted by 
{ki}Li + {q;>~=i> if 
ek, 3 24,. s = 1,2,. . ,p: and ekj = 24,. 
i=l i=l i=l El 
In Section 2 we do not require that the sequence {ql}FE, to be nonincreasing. 
In this case, we state that {k,}y=, F {qi}~.~, f i reordering the sequence {qi}l=, in 
a nonincreasing way the majorization conditions are satisfied. Consequently, in 
this case the original sequence {qi}F=i also satisfies the conditions of majoriza- 
tion. 
We can suppose, without loss of generality, that p = Y since otherwise we 
can complete the sequence {k,}r=, with zeros. 
Let {ql}:.i, and {k,}F=, be two sequences of nonnegative integers such that 
{qi}r=i + {k;}l=,. W e will use in this work the following interlacing condition 
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k,>q, >k,+l, i= 1,2 ,..., r-l. (2) 
Let A be an n x n partial upper triangular matrix partitioned as (1) where Ali 
are lower irreducible matrices of sizes qi x qi with tr A,, = 0 (for i = 1,2, . . ~ Y) 
and C:=, qi = n. In this paper we given an algorithm for obtain a nilpotent 
completion A, of A whose Jordan form consists of r blocks of size 
k,xk,, i=1,2 ,... , r, where kl 3 kz 3 . 3 kr 3 1 are integers that satisfy 
C:=, k, = n, if {k;}:=, is a majorization of {q;}:~=,. 
This result extends the following theorem of Rodman and Shalom in [2]. 
Theorem 1.1 ([2], Theorem 4.1). Let A be an n x n partial upper triangular 
matrix partitioned as (I) where Air ure lower irreducible matrices of sizes 
q,xq,, i=1,2,...,r, with q1 >q2>, ... >,q,.al and CF=,q;=n. Assume 
further that r(Ai;) = q, - 1 and tr A;; = 0 for i = 1,2, . . . , r. Then there exists u 
nilpotent completion A, of A btlhose Jordan form consists of t blocks of size 
k, x ki: i = 1,2, . . , t, where t is a positive integer und kl 2 k2 2 . . 2 kl > 1 
are integers, tj’and only ij{qi}rE, + {k;}:=,. 
Rodman and Shalom also gave in [2] the following open completion prob- 
lem. 
Conjecture 1.2. Let A be a partial upper triangular matrix, and assume that 
there exists a nilpotent completion A, of A with r Jordan blocks of sizes q, x qi 
with q13q2> ... >,q,.al. Then, for every sequence of integers 
kl 3 k2 b . . > kt b 1 which is a majorization of {qi}~z,, there exists a 
nilpotent completion of A whose Jordan form consists of t blocks of sizes 
k;Xki, i= 1.2 ,..., t. 
Using the results presented in this paper we prove that this conjecture holds 
for certain kind of matrices. 
2. Nilpotent completions 
First we analyze the partial Jordan matrices. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a partial Jordan matri.x of size n x n such that 
AO =Jq,(0) @...@Jqr(0). Let {k;}:=, a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative 
integers that satisjies the following conditions: 
(4 {qi)F,I 3 {ki):=,! 
(ii) k; 3 q, 3 k;+l, i = 1>2,. . . ,r - 1. 
Then there exists a nilpotent completion A, of A such that its Jordan form has r 
blocks of size ki x k;, i = 1,2, . . , r. 
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Proof. We denote by C’i the Jordan chain of length qj of the matrix Ao. By 
conditions (i) and (ii) we have 
q,-=(k, -q,)+...+(k,._, -qr_,)+k,.. 
where 17, - q, 3 0, i = 1,2,. . , Y - 1. 
We now show how to construct r chains of length k,, i = I. 2.. ~ r. from the 
corresponding chain Ci and a section of the chain C, of length k, - qi. 
We construct a chain of length k, by replacing 1 the zero entry at the posi- 
tion (41 + ” + qr_l + (kl - ql), I) of the matrix Ao. We rename with A,, the 
current matrix. The Jordan chain obtained is 
e ‘,, . . > e2ye~.e,,+...+, ,+(h,-Y,~,...~eY,+ +‘,, , .I. 
where ey, +--.+y, ~+ I is an eigenvector of the matrix AU. 
The chain of length k, with 2 < i < r - I is constructed by replacing by 1 the 
zero entry at the position (q, + + qr_l + (k, - q,) + . + (k,_, - q,_,)+ 
(k, - 9,). q1 + . + q,+l + I) of the matrix Ao. The new matrix is again denoted 
by An. The chain obtained is 
ey, I~ .+,,. . .e4,’ +y, ,+l:e,....,e,-i~,~y,l~~, 
where c( = ql + . + q,--1 + (k, - ql) + + (k, - q,), but now e,_+i,,i,, is not 
an eigenvector of A,). Since k, < q,+, i = 1.2. ~ Y by condition (ii), we can 
transform this chain in a Jordan chain by performing the following subtrac- 
tions: 
e(/, , +r/, - eYl+ .-+‘,, ?+h,-y,-q,. 
Now the vector e,_,l,J_,, _, - e<,, _ +Y, 1 1I is an eigenvector of the matrix A,,. Fi- 
nally. we construct a chain of length k,. from the rest of the chain C,.. that is 
e ‘Ii 1 C<,# ( ” 1 e,,+ I c,, , -q, -h, I 
Since e,, + TL,, ,+(,, ..h, -1 iS not an eigenvector we modify, analogously to the oth- 
er cases, the last chain in the following way 
e ‘,, t +q, , t rl, - e,, / -q, ,t~,(...leY,+..iy,~,+y,~i,i~ -e,,+. --‘,, ,+I. 
to obtain a Jordan chain. The current matrix A0 is a desired completion. 0 
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Observe that, following the procedure described in Proposition 2.1, the de- 
sired completion is obtained by replacing a maximum of r - 1 unknown ele- 
ments by l’s and the remaining part of elements by zeros. 
Example 2.2. Let A be a partial Jordan matrix such that 
“h = JlO(0) cBJ,(O) @jJs(O) @Jg(O). 
We are looking for a completion A, of A such that 
J;!, = J,?(O) @JY(O) @Al(O) SJ3(0). 
Since the conditions (i) and (ii) of the last proposition are satisfied, we can fol- 
low the above-described procedure. The completion obtained by replacing by 
l’s at the positions (24, l), (26, 11) and (27, 18), and by zeros the rest of the 
unspecified elements of the matrix A has the desired Jordan form. Specifically 
its Jordan chains are: 
e17 - e9, elf, - ex.. . , elI -e3.e2h-ezye25-el% 
ez2 - elh, e2l - el5,. . e18 - el2, e27 - el I 1 
e30 - e20. e29 - e19, e28 - ei8, 
where ezi. ezs - el, e1-i - ell and eZ8 - e18 are the eigenvalues of the obtained 
completion. 
If the sequences {q,}:.i, and {ki}L=, d o not satisfy the interlacing condition 
(2) the last procedure will not be successful. The following result shows the 
right way. 
Lemma 2.3. Let {qh}L=, he u sequence qf‘nonegative integers und let {kh}i=, be u 
nonincreasing sequence of nonnegutive integers such that {qh}L=, + {kh}i=,. 
Then there e.\-ist sequences {kih}L=I ~ i = 1.2. , r of nonnegutive integers such 
tkt: 
. . -: {kz,,};=, + {h,};l,, = {k/,};=,, 
I = 1.2.. , r - 1. In uddition. ,f& every i, these 
sequences sutisfij the interlucing condition (2). 
Proof. First we define the sequence {kzh}L=, from the sequence {kl,,}:,, and 
{k,.h}~=, . Let s be the last index such that kl., 3 q,.. Then we define 
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I 
k Ih if h < s, 
k2,, = 
k,h fk lhfl - qr if h = S, 
k,h+, if sf 1 <h<r- 1, 
9r if h = r. 
Clearly the definition of kIh and the choice of the index s assures that the se- 
quences {k2h}L,, and {klh}L,, satisfy the interlacing condition (2) and 
{‘&h);=, + {k,/&, . 
From the majorization condition of the hypothesis we obtain 
{qh};=, 4 {kd;l=,. 
In general, we define {ki+,h}i=, from {kfh}L,, , i = 2,3:. . . , Y - 2, in the fOllOWing 
way. Let s be the last index s 6 Y - i + 1 such that k,, B qr-i+, , then we define 
I 
krh if h < S, 
kih + kih+, - qr_,+, if h = S, 
k 
‘+lh = kih_, ifs+l<h<r-i, 
qh ifr-i+l<h<r. 
and proceeding in analogous way to the case i = 2 we obtain that the sequences 
{k;+,/,};;,, 1 {‘h};;,, and {qh}~=, satisfy the condition 
{k;+,/,};::f’ -X {klh}l;“,+’ 
with the interlacing relations (2) and 
{qh};=, +  &+,d;=, 4 {kih};;+ 0 
Note that from the definition of the {kj+,h}~,, made in the proof of the last 
lemma and using the definition of the index S, we can assure the existence of 
exactly two pairs of different elements, specifically: 
k ,t,r = k;,y + k,,, - qr-r+, < k,,s, k+,r-iA, = qr-,+, > ki.s+~. 
Given a partial Jordan matrix A such that JAe = Jq, (0) CD Jq2 (0) CD . @J+(O) 
and a nonincreasing sequence of a nonnegative integres {ki}:z,, such that 
{qi}:=, + {k,}:=, we present an algorithm which obtains a completion A, of A 
such that 
JA, = J/c, (0) CE Jk?(O) Cl3 . SJ,,.(O) 
The Algorithm 
A. Construction of the intermediate majorizations 
?? Sk, + (hl,kn,...,k,r)> 
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?? itl, 
?? While i<r- 1 do 
- Look for the last index s such that s < Y - i + I and k;, > q,_;+l, 
- k;+,,, + k;/,, h < s, 
- k;+l.s + k;, + k;,y+l - qr-,+I, h = s, 
- ki+lh t k;h+l, s + 1 b h 3 r - i, 
_ ki+lh +qh, r-i+l>h>,r, 
- i+-i+l, 
- Sk; + (k,l,ki2:...lkir), 
B. Computing the position of the l’s and constructing the Jordan chains 
(* Initialization *) 
?? A +A”> 
?? 40’0, 
?? t”te~,,,..+,~,+i,l~j~q;,l~i~r, 
-! 
?? 1’ + VI,, 1 <j<qi,l <i<r, 
?? Iii) +q,,l<iGr, 
?? c, * (“;(;)’ , ~;).l <i<r, 
0 C, + (ij;tl, ,..., G\), 1 <i<r, 
(* We represent graphically Ci in columns with the eigenvectors at the 
bottom. We save in (j, i) the subindex of the unit vector placed in the col- 
umn i and row j, counting from the eigenvector to top *) 
?? (j-i) +qo+q1 ??t.‘. fqi-I +j,l <j<qi, 1 fi<r, 
(* Construction of the chains *) 
?? For i = r to 2 do 
- pt + first index such that k,, # ki_lp,, 
-p~+r-i$2, 
- c; + Cj_l> i=p1 f2,...!P2, 
- c; + cj_,, i=p] +2,...?pz 
- m(i+ 1) + l(i), i=p1 + l,...,p2, 
- l(i) + m(i), i = p1 + 2, . . ,pz. 
Bl If k,,, = ki_lp,+l and kjPz = k;-I,, 
* EI + cp, i 
* El + C,, 1 
*EZ+C _P2 ’ 
* E? + C,?, 
* C,,,, + El. 
* c,,+, + El, 
* cl4 + ~5, 
* Cm t El: 
* mcp1) + Km), 
* mb2) + Hn), 
* 107, + 1) - m(p,), 
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* C/-I + k,-I,,, - k,,, . 
* lcDl) + l(pl) + c,-I. 
* /(PI + 1) + I(p2) + cl-1 1 
* Place an 1 in the position ((~,_~.p2), (1,~~))~ of the matrix A 
Fl + (L$‘(..., L:“&‘...‘L*;)?). 
F, + (C$‘, . .2”;‘. q_,. . L:‘), 
* If I(pi + 1) #O then 
fi +- (t$. ,q ,+,), 
,],t! - (CT - q/,,+,)‘. ,$y ,+, - Cf’). 
F2 and F2 are empty chains 
* Cl,, + F,> 
* C,, + 6, 
* C,,? + F2. 
* C/l2 c F2. 
Theorem 2.4 justifies the validity of this algorithm. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A hr u purtiul Jordun m1tri.v such thut 
AC, = Jill (0) $ Jc,: (0) CE . CE J‘,, (0). 
and let {ki}:_, be LI nonincreasing sequence of nonnegatiae integers such thut 
{q,}:=l < (k,}F=, . Then there exists c1 nilpotent completion A, of the matrix A such 
that 
.&, = Jk, (0) @ Jh? (0) CE . 9 Jx, (0). 
Proof. The procedure described in the proof of Lemma 2.3 justifies the part A 
of the algorithm. In the iteration i we write 1 at the position ((c,_t >pz), (1 5pl)) 
of the matrix A. This position is at the lower triangular part of the matrix, since 
the 1 is used to link the chain C,>, to the chain C,,2, and this last one is formed by 
unit vectors whose indices are greater than the indices of the unit vectors which 
form the current chains Ch, with h < pz - 1. 
Applying Proposition 2.1 we can assure that the chains denoted as C,, in the 
last iteration are the Jordan chains corresponding to the completion A, ob- 
tained. [7 
Observe that we can also apply the above algorithm to the following type of 
partial matrices 
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. . . 0 - 
0 
A= 
0 ’ 
Jq, (0) - 
where the diagonal blocks are Jordan blocks. 
Example 2.5. Consider a Jordan partial matrix A such that 
Ao = J3(0) 43 58(O) CD Js(0) CE Je(0). 
We look for a nilpotent completion A, of A with multiplicities 
{k,} = {9,7,4,2}. 
In the following table we summarize, with the notation of the algorithm, the 
construction of the intermediate majorizations and the computation of the po- 
sition of the I’s 
i sh, Sk, + Sk,- , Position l’s 
1 1 (9, 7, 4, 2) 
2 (9, 5, 2, 6) (9, 7, 4, 2) (9, 7, 4, 2) (18, 12) 
3 (9, 2, 5, 6) (9, 5, 2, 6) (9, 5, 2, 6) 
4 (3, 8, 5, 6) (3, 8, 5, 6) t (9, 2, 5, 6) (9, 1) 
Fig. 1 describes the procedure carried out by the algorithm from the initial 
chains C, to the Jordan chains c,. 
Theorem 2.6. Let A he a partial triangular matrix partitioned as in (1) such that 
the trace of the diagonal blocks A,,, of size qi x q,. are zero. Let {k,}l=, be a 
nonincreasing sequence of nonnegatiue integers such that {q,}r=, 4 {k,}:=,. Then 
there exists a nilpotent completion A, ef A such that 
JA, =J~,(O)~J~,(O)~...8Jh,(O). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 of [2] there exists a nonderogatory nilpotent completion 
A;;, of each diagonal block Air, i = 1 1 2, . r, of the matrix A. Now we consider 
the partial matrix 
All‘ 0 . 0 - 
* A22, . . 0 
A, = 
0 
* * . A,, _ 
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4 u e2 ei 
Cl 
e3 
e2 
el 
e9 
ell 
a0 
e22 
e16 41 
el5 e20 - 
e14 e19 
e13 el8 
el2 el7 
c2 c3 G 
e22 
e3 
e2 
el 
e9 e22 
e8 e16 e21 
e7 e15 40 - 
e6 e14 el9 
e5 ell - e2 a3 e18 
e4 el0 - el e12 e17 
e3 
e2 
el f?l6 
e9 e15 
es el4 
40 ----+ e7 a3 e22 - el5 
% el2 41 - e14 
e5 a8 e20 - el3 ell - e2 
Fig. I 
For i= 1,2,..., Y there exists a nonsingular matrix 7; such that 
Jy, (0) = T-IAi;C 7;. Then considering the matrix T = rr 8 Tl@ $ T. we have 
7,,(O) 0 . . . 0 - 
* J,?(O) . 0 
A2 = Tp’AIT = 
0 
* * . Jq, (0) - 
Applying the above algorithm to the matrix A? we obtain a completion AI, 
of the matrix A2 such that 
JA>, = Jk, (0) @ Jkz (0) @ . . @ & (0) 
Now Ale = TAzc T-’ is a completion of the matrix A,, and therefore it is also a 
completion of the matrix A with the desired Jordan form. 0 
Let A be a matrix partitioned as in (l), such that the diagonal blocks 
A,,, i=1,2 ,.... Y, have trace zero, the last theorem generalizes the sufficient 
condition of Theorem 1.1 for the existence of a determined completion, since 
the conditions Y(A[,) = qi - 1, i = 1,2,. . . , r and {q,}~zl nonincreasing se- 
quence for the matrix A, given in that theorem, are not required now. 
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However, if the diagonal blocks, Ai,, have Y(Aii) = qi - 1, i = 1,2,. . . , r, it is 
easy to prove that 
r(M) = C (4,-p), p= 1,2 ,..., max{q;, i= 1,2 ,..., r}, 
i:q, t p 
and if there exists a nilpotent completion A, of A such that JA, = J,, 
(0) BJ!q(O) @...CBJk,(O), with {k,}:=, a nonincreasing sequence of nonnega- 
tive integers, it is clear that 
r(A”) 6 c (k; -p), p = 1,2,. . . , kl and thus {qt}:=, + {k,}l=, 
r:!c, > p 
Therefore if r(Ai;) = qi - 1, i = 1,2, . . . , r, the majorization condition is also 
a necessary one for the existence of the completion. Thus, if we add this con- 
dition to the diagonal blocks Aiir i = 1,2, . . . , r, in the hypothesis of Theorem 
2.6 we will obtain a generalization of Theorem 1.1 (observe that we do not re- 
quire that {qi}:=, to be a nonincreasing sequence), and the Conjecture I .2 holds 
for the mentioned class of matrices. 
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